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A NOTE ON STRONG DITKIN ALGEBRAS

J.F. FEINSTEIN

In this note we answer a question of W. G. Bade by showing that if a normal, unital
Banach function algebra A is strongly regular at one of its characters <f>, and the
kernel of tf> has a bounded approximate identity, then A has bounded relative units
at <f>. In particular, every strong Ditkin algebra has bounded relative units at all
points of its character space. There need not, however, be a global bound available
for the relative units.

TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION

In our terminology a compact space is a compact, Hausdorff topological space. For
any compact space X we denote by C(X) the algebra of all continuous, complex-valued
functions on X. For a set E C X we denote the characteristic function of E by XE •

Let A be a commutative, unital algebra. We denote by $x the character space of
A, and by Inv(.4) the set of invertible elements of A.

DEFINITION 1: Let X be a compact space. A function algebra on X is a subalgebra
of C(X) which contains the constant functions and separates the points of X. A Banach
function algebra on X is a function algebra on X with a complete algebra norm. A
uniform algebra on X is a Banach function algebra on X whose norm is the uniform
norm on X, ||-Hoo- A function algebra A on X is self-adjoint if, for all / G A, the
conjugate function

is also in A.

We shall restrict our attention to unital Banach algebras. Every commutative,
semisimple Banach algebra can be regarded, via the G elf and transform, as a Banach
function algebra on its character space.

NOTATION. Let A be a Banach function algebra on $A. Let <f> 6 $ A - We define the
ideals JQ, M$ as follows:

{feA: f{4>) = 0};

J4> = {f £A: /^({O}) is a neighbourhood of <f>}.
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26 J.F. Feinstein [2]

DEFINITION 2: Let A be a Banach function algebra on $x- Then A is normal
if, for every pair of disjoint closed sets E, F contained in $ A , there is an / £ A with
/ ( i 5 ) C { 0 } a n d / ( F ) C { l } .

Let <f> £ $A • Then A is strongly regular at <f> if J$ is dense in M^: A satisfies
the Ditkin condition at <j> if for all / £ Mj, and all e > 0 there exists g £ J^ with
||<7/ — f\\ < e. We say that A has bounded relative units at <j> if there is a C ^ 1
such that, for all compact sets E C $A\{<J>}, there is / £ J^ with ||/|| ^ C such that
/ ( £ ) C {1}.

The algebra .A is strongly regular if it is strongly regular at every point; A is
a Ditkin algebra if it satisfies Ditkin's condition at every point; A is a strong Ditkin
algebra if it is strongly regular, and every maximal ideal has a bounded approximate
identity.

It is clear that every Ditkin algebra is strongly regular.
There are two definitions in print for a Banach function algebra A to have bounded

relative units. One is that, for every <f> £ $A, A has bounded relative units at ij>. The
other definition is stronger, insisting that the constant C involved does not depend on
<f>. It is not dear that these two definitions differ: indeed for uniform algebras they are
equivalent. But we shall give an example to show that these definitions are different for
general Banach function algebras.

The following result is well known. The proof is identical with that of the corre-
sponding result for uniform algebras [2, Lemma 1 (iii)].

PROPOSITION 3 . Let A be a, Banach function algebra, on $ 4 . Let <f> £ <&A-
Suppose that A is strongly regular at <f> and M$ has a bounded approximate identity.
Then M^ has a bounded approximate identity consisting of elements of J$.

Note in particular that every strong Ditkin algebra is indeed a Ditkin algebra. In
[1], Bade asked the following question: If A is a strong Ditkin algebra, must A have
bounded relative units at every point of its character space? We resolve this question
positively. In fact we answer the corresponding question about individual points of the
character space.

THEOREM 4 . Let A be a normal Banach function algebra on $ A . Let <f> £ $A •
Suppose that A is strongly regular at (j> and that Mj, has a bounded approximate
identity. Then A has bounded relative units at <f>.

PROOF: By Proposition 3, M$ has a bounded approximate identity (ev) consisting
of elements of J^. Set C = sup,, \\ev\\. Let e > 0. We show that A has bounded relative
units at <f> with bound C+e. To see this, let E be a compact subset of $ A \ { $ } • Choose
g £ J4, such that g(E) C {1}. Then the functions 1 - (1 - e1/)(l - g) are also in Ĵ ,
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and are identically 1 on E. But

||1 - (1 - ev){\ - g)\\ = He,, +g- evg\\ ^ C + \\g - evg\\.

Choosing v such that \g - evg\\ < e, set / = ev + g - evg. Then / G J$, \\f\\ ^ C + e
a n d / ( £ ) C { l } . D

Of course it now follows that every strong Ditkin algebra must have bounded
relative units at every point of its character space. We now give an example to show
that there need not exist any global bound: the bound may genuinely depend on the
point chosen. In particular this example will have the property that every maximal ideal
has a bounded approximate identity, but no global constant can work simultaneously
for all points.

DEFINITION 5: Throughout the rest of this paper, No,, will denote the one point
compactification of N. We define

: f ) |/(n + 1) - f(n)\ < oo}.
n = l

For each k £ N we define a seminorm pk and a norm ||.||fc on Ax by

II/IU = ll/lloo +?*(/)•

Clearly Ai is a Banach function algebra under any of the equivalent norms ||.||fc- We
now use these norms to build up our counterexample. Set

A2 = {g e ^ i N : lim ||̂ fc|U = 0>,
k—»oo

the Co sum of the algebras (Ai, ||.||fc). Then A% is a (non-unital) commutative Banach
algebra, which has utilisation

Ai* = {g £ A^ : there exists A € C with lim \\gk - \\\k = 0},

on which we can place the complete norm

The algebra At* can be identified with a Banach function algebra on a countable,
compact subset of R: choose a,k,n £ R {k,n & N) such that

1 ) < a M < a k , 2 < • • •
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and such that ak<n —> 1/& as n ^ oo (for example we may take a.k,n =

l/(n(Jfe + l ) 2 ) ) . Set

X = { 0 } U { 1 , \ , \ , • • • } U Q { o M , a k > 2 , a k > 3 , • • • } .
1 6 k=i

( X is homeomorphic to the one point compactification of a countable disjoint union of
copies of NQO). We have (surjective) homomorphisms irk : C(X) —> C(Noo) defined
by 7Tfc(/i)(n) = h(a,k,n), Tk(h)(oo) = h(l/k). It is clear that .4.2* is isometrically
isomorphic to the Banach function algebra

B = {he C(X) : irk(h) e At for all Jfc G N and lim pk{^k(h)) = 0}
k—»oo

with the norm

= sup \\nk{h)\\k = sup ( sup |fc(aM)| + kf] |fc(o*,B+i) - h(ak,n)\

We shall see that this algebra B has the desired properties. We begin by showing

that the only characters on B are evaluations at the points of X. To see this we use

the following result.

PROPOSITION 6 . [4, p.55] Let A be a function algebra on a compact space X.

Suppose that A is self-adjoint, and that Inv(A) = A (~\ Inv(C(X)). Then the only
characters on A are evaluations at points of X.

LEMMA 7. The only characters on B axe the evaluations at points of X.

PROOF: Clearly B is self-adjoint. Now suppose that h E B nlnv(C(X)). Then
set

6= inf \h(x)\.

We have 6 > 0, and

oo

ptlTTjfelrl ) I = K /

n = l
h{akt,

n = l

which tends to 0 as k —» oo. This shows that h-1 6 B.
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Thus Inv(B) = Bf) Inv(C(X)), and so the only characters on B are evaluations
at points of X. 0

Next we show that B is strongly regular, and, in fact, for every x 6 X, Jx contains

a bounded approximate identity for Mx .

When x = an,k we have Jx = Mx, s o l - X{x} is m Jx and is an identity for Mx.

For x = k~x, to see that Jx contains a bounded approximate identity for Mx , set

En — {fc~\ ak<n, of c | n +i , • • • } .

Then we may take en = 1 — XEn as our bounded approximate identity.

Finally, for x = 0, Jo contains a bounded approximate identity for Mo, namely
en = 1 -Xxnlo.n-1]-

Thus £ is a strong Ditkin algebra, and so has bounded relative units at every

point. But any collection of bounded relative units at the point a*,2 must include the

function 1 — X{ofc 2} > whose norm is 2k + 1.

Putting all this together gives us the desired result.

THEOREM 8 . There exists a strong Ditkin algebra for which there is no possible

global bound for the relative units.

OPEN QUESTIONS

The relationships between the various regularity conditions for Banach function
algebras are now fairly well understood. Most of the remaining open questions in this
area concern uniform algebras. Here the two definitions of bounded relative units are
equivalent, and a uniform algebra has bounded relative units if and only if it is a strong
Ditkin algebra. Examples in [3] show that a uniform algebra which is strongly regular
need not be a strong Ditkin algebra, and there are uniform algebras other than C(X)
which are strong Ditkin algebras. The following questions appear to be open.

(1) Is every strongly regular uniform algebra a Ditkin algebra?
(2) Is every uniform algebra which is a Ditkin algebra also a strong Ditkin

algebra?

The examples mentioned above show that (1) and (2) can not both have positive an-
swers. There are also versions of (1) and (2) asked at one point at a time. In [5], Wang
gave an example of a compact set X C C with 0 G X such that R(X) is strongly
regular at 0 but Mo does not have a bounded approximate identity. (Here R[X) is
the uniform algebra of all / G C(X) which may be uniformly approximated by rational
functions with no poles in X). One specific question is the following.

(3) Does Wang's example satisfy Ditkin's condition at the point 0?
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Many questions about R(X) remain open, including the following.

(4) Does there exist a compact plane set X such that R(X) is strongly-
regular, but R(X) ^ C(X)1

Two similar questions which are still of interest both in the general case and for uniform
algebras are the following.

(5) Let A be a normal Banach function algebra on $A > and let </> £ $A •
Suppose that M^ has a bounded approximate identity. Does it follow
that A must be strongly regular at <f>7

(6) Let A be a normal Banach function algebra on $A , and suppose that,
for all <f> G $^4, M$ has a bounded approximate identity. Does it follow
that A must be strongly regular?

In [3] it is shown that (5) and (6) must have the same answer for uniform algebras.
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